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In this workshop you will:

1. Pick an area of your life you want to change in 2018

2. Discover and love your dream in that area

3. Find your fingerprints all over your current reality

4. Develop Personal Integrity®



Pick an area of life to work on



You are the author of your life.

● When someone is actually the author of their life, they are 

accountable for every single component of it: the good and 

the bad. 

● There is no victim except the victim we allow ourselves to be. 

● This is actually good news.

● If you got yourself into a mess (i.e. gained twenty pounds, 

married you-know-who, got fired, etc.), you can get yourself 

out of it.

● Still breathing?



The Weather Reporter

● “I’m not a morning person” 

● “I’m bad with money”

● “I don’t raise my hand at workshops” 

● And/or the ever popular, “I’m a procrastinator” 

What are some of YOUR favorite “forecasts?”

Turn to person next to you and share!

(And let me hear a few of ‘em …)

The Weather Reporter is the voice in your head (among other voices) that 
reports on your life as if it’s the weather. 



Dream ON

First assignment I give everybody (no matter who) is to 

dream. 

Not just in one or two areas of your life. But 12. 

Dreaming wakes us up.

Except, see the fine print on our species packaging: 

We suck (technical term) at dreaming.



True happiness and becoming the hero of your 
own life comes from living true to your highest 
ideals for yourself in EVERY area of your life.

Yes, every!



The 12 Areas of Life



PUBLIC Policy.

Now. Think about your area of life.

Helpful hint: Pick the area that plagues you most

Yes. Your turn. Turn to the person next to you and tell 
them the area you are going to take on.

(Yes, I want to hear some, too)



Dream on.
Helpful Hints on How to Write a Dream:

● Be specific. Capture what it looks and feels like.

● Write it in the present tense.

● Have it be a stretch but not a pipe dream.

● Be kind in it. Focus on what you want, not what you don’t 

want.

● Be honest. Admit every last thing you want.



MONEY dream example #1

“A weight has lifted. Money no longer feels like a burden or 

something I worry about. I have enough money to finally go 

on the vacation we’ve been talking about for years. I even 

have some extra to invest.”



MONEY dream example 2.0

I am thrilled with the amount of money I earn. I am 

comfortable in my life, and can even splurge on things I 

never thought I could! I manage my finances brilliantly. I 

easily afford to take trips and retreats that fill my soul. With 

joy and ease, I buy gifts for my family and friends. I am so 

proud of how far I’ve come and how much my bank account 

has grown.



● Be specific. Capture what it looks and feel like.

● Write it in the present tense.

● Have it be a stretch but not a pipe dream.

● Be kind in it. Focus on what you want, not what you don’t want.

● Be honest. Admit every last thing you want.

Your Turn: Pick one area and write your dream. 
Remember the following guidelines:

And yes, turn to your friend beside you!
(I still want to hear them too … )



The MAYBE is a lie 

Maybe It’s You

Lauren’s fingerprints on her dream’s crime scene? 
[Hello, Freshman 15!]

Your turn: Give an example in your life where there was no 
maybe about it. You were your dream’s biggest obstacle. 



What else is standing in the way 
of your dreams?

Fight the real war: Inner Peace.

Answer: Your Excuses!

Time to turn the light on your dark side.



I intended to do X but I did Y + 
I have a good excuse + I feel bad =

I’m still a good human. 

Hmm...
Try this formula with the person next to you.



8 BASIC BRANDS OF EXCUSES
1. The Don’t-Care Excuse - You convince yourself you don’t want or 

need whatever it was anyway. For example, that new position would 
have been too much work anyway. You don’t care.

2. The Passive Excuse - Life is happening to you. That new Netflix series 
sucked you in. All 8 seasons of it! It just happened. 

3. The Genetic Excuse - You were born this way and can’t behave any 
differently. Just like your mom.

4. The Victim Excuse - Nothing is your fault, you can’t help it.Your client 
was having a drink, so you had to have a drink. What are you supposed 
to do?



8 BASIC BRANDS OF EXCUSES

5. The Everyone Else Excuse - It’s okay because everyone else is doing it OR
not doing it. None of your other married friends are having sex anymore
either...You checked.

6. The Past Precedent Excuse- You’ve never been able to do it before, you’ve
tried so many times, nothing has worked, why would things change now ...

7. The How-Things-Are Excuse - What you want is not possible, period. You’ll
never be able to have a good life in that area.You know it’s not gonna happen. 

8. The Done-Enough Excuse - No one should ask you for more than you’ve
already done, as if pushing you further might break you. Don’t ask.



What’s your favorite brand of excuse?

What was mine? 
Answer: Vegetarianism



Besides your weather reporter, what are 
the other voices in your head that get in the 

way of your dreams ... and need an 
eviction notice?

Answer: The Chicken & The Brat



Your turn (again!)

How does YOUR chicken rule the roost?

How does YOUR brat tantrum?



What is Personal Integrity?
The ability to make and keep a promise to yourself. 

The alignment of your heart (desire), mind (plan) and 

body (actions) with your dream.

The Promise Land: Key to Happiness, 
Self-Esteem, and Pride



Helpful Hints on How to Make Promises:
● Be realistic
● Stretch yourself
● Be specific
● Use powerful language (use action verbs, not slippery ones like, i.e. 

hope, try, wish)
● Manage the external world (airports, holidays, vacations, parties, etc.)
● Get the joke. 
● Yes, the joke: the more you resent having to make (and keep) a 

particular promise. The more you need that very promise.



Truth: We will fight for our vices more than our dreams. 

So, might as well, use our bad for good, right?

See: Self-imposed Consequences.

Truth and Consequences



Promise: I will speak to 5 people in my network per week
OR I will throw $5 on the ground.

Promise: I will run 3 times per week
OR I will clean out the hallway closet.

Promise: I will (happily) jump my mate (at least) 1 time per week 
OR I will give up an episode of my favorite Netflix show, permanently

Examples of good (aka irksome) consequences:



Make at least 1 promise and 
consequence in your chosen area.

That time again … YOURS!



Helpful hints on how to fulfill on your dreams:

Public Policy: Share your dream

Find an accountability buddy (different 
than a drinking buddy)



Designing an Area of Your Life

● Write a dream

● Catch your Weather Reporter, butcher your Chicken & time-out your 

Brat

● Make specific promises that are aligned with your dream

● Implement irksome consequences

● Go public with your dream with people you trust and champion you

● Find an accountability buddy who will hold you to your promise AND 

consequence



“We are our own dragons as well as our own 
heroes, and we have to rescue ourselves 
from ourselves.”   
                                               -  Tom Robbins



Q&A
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